The Harmonizing Comfort Clock is a groundbreaking technology designed to clear and protect your environment
from detrimental electromagnetic fields and more.
How it Work: The Harmonizing Comfort Clock combine hardware oscillators with advanced vibrational energy
programming, to establish an omni‐directional field of soothing, coherent energy within a space. This harmonizing
technology interact with key component frequencies within the human biofield, which help to balance or stabilize
the person homeodynamically, thereby neutralizes negative effects people experience from random EMF radiation
in their environment.
Read the clinical trial conducted by the Energy Medicine Research Institute on the Comfort Technology Heart Rate
Variability (HRV)
Where do EMFs come from? For many people, the largest single source is from electrical wiring as well as lights,
appliances and other electrical devices in the home. In particular, electrical wiring near the bedrooms can emit
high EMFs all night long. Regular clocks and radios near the bed may also contribute. Exposures to EMFs from
cordless phones, cell phones, wireless computer equipment, Wi‐Fi, etc., are also increasing. Another common
source is from power lines — both the high‐voltage power lines on metal towers and the neighborhood
distribution lines on wooden poles or buried underground and now Smart Meters. Computers, fluorescent lights
and other equipment at work are another important source. And a strong EMF source that is usually overlooked is
the automobile.
A Harmonizing Comfort Clock should replace all bedroom, home and office electronic clocks. Ideal for clearing
ambient toxic electromagnetic fields in large offices, houses, apartments, hotel rooms, schools, hospitals. You can
also use it in your car with a 12v DC to AC inverter, which is available through many electronics and department
stores.

EMF Protection Range: 100‐6000 Sq. feet
Radius: 6‐44 Feet

Without Comfort Technology

With Comfort Technology

Customers report more restorative sleep and increased mental, emotional and physical resilience to the harmful
effects of stress. Use the Harmonizing Comfort Clock when you want rejuvenating sleep at night ‐ and when you
want to be alert and fully charged during the day. Read more > testimonials and endorsements.
Benefits:









Promotes a more restorative sleep
Relieves the effects of stress from the day
Improves physical resilience to the effects of stress
Neutralizes the effects of EMF in your home or work environment
Increases energy levels
Improves mental alertness during the day
Increases a sense of well‐being
Enhances mental and emotional clarity

Features:





Attractive, modern digital alarm clock case
Clock Dimension: 6"w x 2"h x 3" d
Functional for desk, shelf, counter top or nightstand
Plugs into any standard AC electrical wall outlet

The Comfort Clocks® are not intended for use in the diagnosis of disease or other conditions or in the treatment, mitigation, cure or prevention
of any disease or other medical conditions.

